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EARLY STAGE 

DDR STATEMENT
As I am still at the beginning of my doctoral thesis, I have of course not yet delved 
into the depths and diverse aspects of DDr tools. What attracts me to work in this 
artistic-scientific field is the possibility to question, analyse, contextualise and specify 
my own creative work and to do so in exchange with a community that asks similar 
questions. In my opinion, classical genre and competence boundaries disappear in 
the process, which I find extremely profitable. For me, I have placed my research 
work so far under the following guiding principle: 
"Working at the edges and inventing new ways of doing and thinking and making 
them productive. Becoming authentic."

ABSTRACT 
Talking about the beginning, the magical moments, the ping-pong between Bauch-
Herz-Kopf, German-English, being yourself, finding yourself, being contemporary, 
working at the kitchen table and writing about the beginning. The term "unfolding" 
is meant to serve as a metaphor to take a closer look at the process of starting. The 
aim is to take up an aesthetic-practical reflection on the very moment of beginning an 
artistic-scientific research, a universal moment that everyone knows and shares. In 
the process, the various attempts at both successful and unsuccessful searching and 

finding are to be recorded and made visible. 

These thoughts will materialize around my research under the currently still used title: 
"Undisciplined strategies for the appropriation of space. Micro-study of collective, 
artistic-performative actions in urban spaces and art institutions". Let's start unfolding 

artefacts and unfolding research. Let's do this with joy and pleasure!



This is not an abstract but an attempt to 
getting things started.
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OPENING CREDITS

In this text I would like to venture a very personal, subjective 
approach to talking about starting a – or more specifically, this 
- design-driven research work. Meta and micro and me. The term 
“unfolding” is meant to serve as a metaphor to take a closer look 
at the process of starting. I also use terms from the film genre in 
order to be able to look at the topic from different perspectives: 
Opening Credits, Behind the Scenes and Making-of.

How to begin, how to specify, how to contextualise? What are 
motivations, motives, struggles, deviations, contradictions and 
symbioses? How to earn money, how to cope with care work, 
how to break through patriarchal power structures in the scien-
tific discourse? How to connect to a research community, how 
to move in the academic circus, how to deal with animosities 
within the peer group? How to recognise relevance in the re-
search field and where to find it?

For the last 2 years I have somehow been starting an artistic-
creative research work and have already been able to take 
away some experiences and lessons from previous public pre-
sentations, lectures and individual coaching. With the perso-
nal, political, economic and social experiences of 2020, I am 
currently at a point of reconfiguring, re-activating or perhaps, 
in the words of Bruno Latour, undergoing a re-set (https://zkm.
de/de/ausstellung/2016/04/globale-reset-modernity) of my 
attitude towards developing a work in an academic context.

Talking about the beginning, the magical moments, the ping-
pong between Bauch-Herz-Kopf, German-English, being your-
self, finding yourself, being contemporary, working at the kit-
chen table and writing about the beginning.

UNFOLDING 
THE MAKING-OF

SORTING MY THOUGHTS, 
Drawing on Paper
2020
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BEHIND THE SCENES: 
THE MAYBE CONTEXT OF MY RESEARCH

As an art educator, designer and art scientist, I research and 
teach at the intersection of art, education and spatial practice 
- maybe new urban practice (to use the words of http://www.
floatinguniversity.org/urban-practice/). In the conception and 
implementation of my project-based design practice, I am par-
ticularly interested in participatory and collaborative approa-
ches to design exploration and its materialisation in different 
spatial settings. My work is situated in the context of socially 
engaged art practice, social design and the educational turn 
in curating.

An important point of reference for many of my projects is the 
critical examination of the discourse of museum space as pub-
lic space, space of possibilities, thinking space, space and power, 
educational space, co-working space and third place. Based 
on artistic positions and exhibitions, process-oriented formats 
emerge in collaboration with various participants that deal with 
the appropriation of spaces. Questions about social participa-
tion and existing hierarchies are a recurring point of reference.

Since I began teaching at the Department of Fine Arts at a 
Faculty of Architecture in 2016, I have been intensively involved 
with positions and practices of artistic research and design- 
based research. In collaboration with master students, I analyse 
the discourse of artistic-design-based research and test artistic 
methods for practical experimentation in relation to architectu-
ral education. During the one-year internal university research 
project arch.lab, I was also able to develop the research-orien-
ted seminar series “NO_FAQ”, dealing with artistic-performa-
tive practices of appropriating space. The visualisation of the 
research processes and questions in the form of a discursive 
exhibition display played an important role.

Due to the temporal limitations, the collaborative social aspects 
and the performative-ephemeral character of many projects, 
the textual-visual reflection of the projects in the form of publi-
cations has become an important part of my practice. These 
materials serve as testimonies and archival materials of what 
was important to each observer at that particular moment. 
Each of these documentations is a curated excerpt of the obser-
vation of a process. 

MAPPING MY BOOKSHELF, 
Performance / Photography 
2020
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making-of:
looking for a fitting research question or 
staying in an open research process

The making-of aims to depict the process of research creation 
- that is, for the moment of its beginning - both in front of and 
behind the scenes between the visually-perfected presentation 
slides and the chaotic kitchen table. The aim is to take up an 
aesthetic-practical reflection on the very moment of beginning 
an artistic-scientific research, a universal moment that every-
one knows and shares. In the process, the various attempts at 
both successful and unsuccessful searching and finding are to 
be recorded and made visible. 

These thoughts will materialize around my research under the 
currently still used title: “Undisciplined strategies for the appro-
priation of space. Micro-study of collective, artistic-performa-
tive actions in urban spaces and art institutions”. Which stra-
tegies can be used to analyse precisely those projects that are 
participatory and collaborative in nature, i.e. that are largely 
characterised by participation with and by others? What to 
do when classical authorship disappears? Which field to inter-
rogate, and how, when working inbetween disciplines? Being 
inter-trans-multi-un-diciplinary. Which method to choose, when 
the mix of methods seems perhaps the most fruitful? How can 
I still engage in an open research process, even when confron-
ted with academic formalities that call for clear structures and 
classifications?

What influence do changes, ruptures, reconfigurations have on 
my practice, especially in the context of the massive restrictions 
in 2020? What to do when new areas of interest suddenly pop 
up that were not expected six months ago? How strategic or how 
authentic should the work be to fit into the system? How to con-
tinuously work on a doctoral thesis between several jobs, home 
office, family, homeschooling and one‘s own expectations in the 
context of the pandemic? 

Let‘s start unfolding artefacts and unfolding research. 
Let‘s do this with joy and pleasure!

This is not an abstract but an attempt to getting things started.

UNFOLDING MY PROJECTS, 
DOCUMENTATION OF “PAUSENRAUM” FROM WWW.FORT-DA.EU 
Performance / Photography, 2021


